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Why am I qualified to give this talk

19 years at Sophos, 25 in security

Liasson with Sophos Researchers (200+)
on latest threats, tricks, and tactics 
Access to threat intelligence gathered from more
than 500,000 organizations in 150 countries
Participate in the InfoSec community at conferences
and through Twitter to learn the latest TTPs

Have presented original research at RSA Conference,
BSides, Virus Bulletin, Cloud Expo Asia and more

@chetwisniewski
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Demographic Profile of Active Adversary Playbook sources

144 incidents
17 countries

Multiple sectors

@chetwisniewski



How we fail
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Root Causes of Attacks in 2021

@chetwisniewski
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Intruder Dwell Time

@chetwisniewski
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Dashboard: The Anatomy of Active Attacks in 2021
Two of the most influential cyberthreat developments of the year occurred in March and August 2021, with 
the reporting of the ProxyLogon and ProxyShell vulnerabilities in Microsoft Exchange servers. As noted 
recently by CISA and other government security agencies, the ProxyLogon/ProxyShell bugs have been 
extensively exploited by adversaries. Not surprisingly, they feature in a significant number of the incidents 
investigated by Sophos during 2021.

Dashboard: Anatomy of Active Attacks in 2021
Key findings from incident response investigations
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15 days 34 days
median attacker dwell time overall 

– up from 11 days in 2020
median dwell time for intrusions 

not involving ransomware

the average (mean) gap between data 
exfiltration and ransomware deployment

of attacks started with an 
exploited vulnerability

used RDP for internal movement 
– up from 69% in 2020 of attacks involved ransomware

of ransomware attacks attributed to Conti 
– up from 5% in 2020

of attacks involved confirmed data 
theft/exfiltration – up from 27% in 2020

4.28 days 47%

82% 73%

18% 38%
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There are likely to be many more ProxyLogon/ProxyShell breaches that are currently unknown, where web 
shells and backdoors have been implanted in victims for persistent access and are now waiting silently until 
that access is used or sold.  

This leads to another major development shaping the cyberthreat landscape in 2021: the growing influence 
and power of initial access brokers (IABs).

The success of IABs depends on being the first to breach a target and achieve access they can sell on. As a 
result, IABs are often quick to appear on the scene of newly reported bugs, hoping to compromise targets 
before widespread patching has taken place. Their aim is to secure a foothold in a victim and possibly do some 
initial exploratory movement to get a sense of the value of the asset – before selling it on to other adversaries, 
such as ransomware operators, to use in attacks, sometimes months after the initial intrusion. 

As highlighted in the Sophos 2022 Threat Report, the rise of IABs reflects the growing “professionalization” of 
attacks in a cyberthreat market that features a growing number of specialized service suppliers. The thriving 
ransomware as a service (RaaS) industry is another example of this trend.

Last, but not least, forensic evidence uncovered during incident response investigations in 2021 revealed 
instances where multiple adversaries, including IABs, ransomware gangs, cryptominers, and occasionally even 
multiple ransomware operators, were targeting the same organization simultaneously. This is a development 
that will continue to shape the cyberthreat landscape in 2022 and beyond.

The length of time intruders spend in victim networks is increasing, likely due to such activity. Other 
adversaries that are in victim networks for the long haul, sometimes concurrently, include botnet builders and 
malware delivery platforms or droppers. 

These developments are discussed in more detail below.

The Invisible Intruders 
The incident data shows that the median average dwell time increased by about a third between 2020 and 
2021, from 11 days to 15. There was considerable variation, with attacks that culminated in ransomware 
having shorter dwell times, on average around 11 days (down from 18 in 2020), and those involving other 
intrusions lasting significantly longer, with a median dwell time of 34 days.

Variations in Average Intruder Dwell Time (Median)
8.5 days

9 days

11 days

15 days

21 days

34 days

34 days

Healthcare organizations

Between 501 and 1,000 employees

Incidents involving ransomware

Average dwell time overall

Between 101 and 250 employees

Incidents involving other intrusions

Education organizations
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Smaller Business Experienced Longer Dwell Times

@chetwisniewski



Why is dwell time so high and variable!?

@chetwisniewski



Legitimate tools increase stealth

@chetwisniewski



Other indicators from our study
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Most abused vulnerabilities and infection times

@chetwisniewski
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Exfiltration

Finance

HR

IT

Budgets

Legal

Password 
spreadsheets/lists

@chetwisniewski



Exclusivity? Not so much

@chetwisniewski

Lockbit, Hive and BlackCat attack automotive supplier in triple ransomware attack

https://news.sophos.com/en-us/2022/08/10/lockbit-hive-and-blackcat-attack-automotive-supplier-in-triple-ransomware-attack/


What to do?



Patching our priorities

Patching never more important

CISA Known Exploited Vulns (KEV) list
Servers, infrastructure, then endpoints
Everything, but in order

Security vs. IT

Not all systems are equal

@chetwisniewski



Look for the slightly inordinary

@chetwisniewski



Combos and oddities

@chetwisniewski



Layers!

Not just defense in-depth, paints a picture

Context
A trigger to begin an investigation

Early detection, early eviction

Forensics

@chetwisniewski



Authentication

Password managers

MFA
TOTP
Push
Tokens

Cookies

@chetwisniewski



Threat Hunting

@chetwisniewski




